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Securing Your Premises, The Right Way
By using ievo®’s innovative and intelligent biometric solutions, you are assured protection
of the highest standard
INTELLIGENT, INNOVATIVE,
INTUITIVE...
Corporate institutions and residential
property investors expect only the highest
standard when it comes to security
systems and protection. We can offer
the most competitive and competent
biometric products on the market that use
innovative and intelligent technology that
will not only guarantee protection, but offer
practical solutions to reduce costs and time
efficiency.
This is achieved through the intuitive
ievo® fingerprint reader; an incredibly
advantageous security system which will
ease your mind in whatever corporate
offices, residential areas or property
investment projects you install it in.
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We can tailor your security system to suit
your needs for either internal or external
environments. ievo® have intelligently
manufactured two fingerprint access control
readers which can be mixed, matched
and integrated to create a complementary
system for you.
Through ievo®’s innovative technology
you are assured that full protection of
your premises or properties is achieved.
Only the most innovative and competitive
components are used to manufacture ievo®
products, creating unique features that you
will not find in another fingerprint reader.

Intuitively ievo® have produced a biometric
that is not only easy to use but will drive
down your costs and increase practicality in
relation to your previous security system;
smart-cards, fobs and proximity readers.
Not only this, but ievo® will integrate into
any access control solution you already have
installed.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Both ievo® products; ultimate™ and
micro™ are encased within only the highest
standard components. Its superior fingerprint
scanner and algorithm combined create the
most innovative and unique access control
system on the market. ievo® biometric
readers have the capabilities to scan a
fingerprint with levels of dirt, oil, grease,
cream, cosmetics, dust or powder on the
skin and with the user wearing certain types
of latex gloves. Even people with ‘problem’
fingerprints could gain access on the system.
INTUITIVE SOLUTIONS
Internal and external forms of security benefit
greatly from an intuitive way to reduce costs
and increase practicality. Card, fob and
proximity systems are initially cheap to
purchase and install, plus relatively easy to
train people how to use. However, in the long
term are subject to hackers, theft and
individuals losing them.
Replacements and potential break-ins due to
stolen or lost cards are both expensive and
tricky situations to be in, and possibly on a
regular basis. Yet, you don’t want to burden
yourself with having to replace an entire
system from scratch.
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Let us deal with that by installing an ievo
micro™ or ultimate™ reader to secure
your internal or external doors, which will
seamlessly integrate into your existing card,
fob or proximity system. This will save you
time and money in the long term.

INTELLIGENT APPLICATIONS
Securing your corporate premises internally
and externally is a great way to increase
protection and ensure peace of mind. Instead
of confusing you and those who will be
registered on the system, ievo® has created
two fingerprint biometric products which
each have their own unique features and can
be used in conjunction with each other to
create a complementary security system.

It is now currently on the market for let to up
and coming professional businesses.
The main reason I wanted to use a
biometric was because I was tired of
buying cards/fobs whenever the tenants
lost them. The ievo® reader made it easier
to transition from this, there really is
nothing like it in terms of access control.
Peter Handley
Bilsdale Properties

To find out more, visit:
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CASE STUDY
The recently refurbished Kintyre House has
been transformed into a high quality, modern
workspace by Bilsdale Properties. Using the
ievo ultimate™ reader as opposed to
competitors ensures that the sleek,
professional and simple design of ievo® fits
in well with the aesthetics of the building.
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